Measuring Instructions
Multi Fold Shutter for “Flat Door” or “flush molding around the glass”

Shelter Shutters

A “Flat Door” is what we call a door that has flush molding surrounding the glass. There is a molding that holds the glass in a
door in place but sometimes that molding is completely recessed or flush with the door surface. That’s a “Flat Door”.

Glass Width
Shutter width

#2 Measure the glass length
Measure
the glass
width.
The
shutter
will be
installed
on the
hinge
side of
the door
inside the
room.

We add 3” for overlap

#1 Measure the glass width

Glass Length
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Measure the
glass length.
When
measuring the
length make
sure there is
ample space
above and
below for the
shutter to
overlap the
glass by at
least one inch
on top and
bottom. Our
standard is 3”
total overlap,
1.5” on top and
bottom.

#3 Measure the door width
Measure the total
width of the door.
We will calculate
the width of the
shutter. Typically
we make the
shutter wide
enough to install it
about 1” from the
hinge side of the
door. If your
window is 16” wide
or less, all the
glass will be
exposed when
shutter is
retracted. On wider
door glass, some
glass will be
covered.

Door Width

When only glass measurements are supplied
we make your shutter 3” longer than the glass.
Be aware of magnet locations inside the
shutter, that is where the steel adhesive plates
will be installed to hold the shutter closed over
the glass. If you need the shutter to be
shorter to fit inside restrictions, please
supply that exact measurement accurate to
⅛”
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CUSTOM SHELTER SHUTTERS
MEASURE FORM (center glass) no raised molding

Quantity of
Identical_____________________

Shelter Shutters are reversible so the same shutter
can install on the left or right side of the door, always on the hinge side
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Door pump
GLASS WIDTH

A._____

GLASS LENGTH

B._____

DOOR TOP TO
GLASS

C._____

DOOR TOP TO
PUMP BOTTOM
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Shelter Shutters Fax 732-280-8929, Phone 732-681-4900
Email steve@sheltershutters.com

Name______________________________ Phone____________
Street__________________________City___________________
State____ Zip_________________

USE THIS FORM FOR FLUSH OR FLAT DOORS WITH NO RAISED MOLDING AROUND THE GLASS ONLY

Rooms____________________________________

